Let H be a real Hilbert space, and 0(H) be its rotation group, namely the group of all orthogonal operators of H.
(H).
Let {e n } be a CONS of H such that e n £Ei for any n. Identifying H with jff* (=the dual space of fl"), the space E$ can be continuously and densely imbedded in H. Let {e' n } be another CONS of H such that e' n €.E% for any n. Now, for any A € j£(.Ei, E 2 \ -4e w belongs to E" 2 . So that the mapping A-*Ae n is a mapping from j2(J?i, /? 2 ) to 1? 2 . Therefore any given measure # on J2(£"i, E 2 ) induces a measure #" on E 2 . Namely, for any measurable set B ( = the set which belongs to the smallest ff-field which contains all Borel cylinders) of E 2 , (We suppose that {JL is defined on the smallest tf-field of J?(£i, E 2 Since %(E^ E 2 )C£(Ei, E 2 \ it is sufficient to prove g(9l(Ei, £ 2 )) = 1.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that {e n } is a common orthogonal system of H and EI with ||e K 11^=0^, and {e' n } is a common orthogonal system of H and E$ with \\e' n \\ E * 2 -= $ n > From the assumption 00 1 °° 1 of nuclear imbedding, we get 2 -2" ^ °° Since we suppose that g is defined on the smallest CF-field that makes ( Ax^ $ ) measurable for x€~Ei and $€E%, As mentioned in §3, the mapping A-^Ae n induces a measure li n on
£2.
Since ju n is 02(-£0-invariant, it is a superposition of Gaussian For a while, we assume the complete monotonicity of <p(a\ which we shall prove later. Then from the lemma, there exists a corresponding measure m(@) on QO, °o)°°.
As mentioned in §5, under the conditions (1), (2) and (3) 
